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Despite widespread denials, racial profiling is a
serious problem in many Canadian jurisdictions. The
time has come to stop the debate and tofocus instead
on remedial action that directly addresses the
problem. The author begins with an analysis of the
dynamics of racial profiling and notes the challenges
ii poses to institutional measures aimed at changing
police culture, such as anti-racism training and hiring
practices. Since the breeding ground for racial
profiling is the day-to-day crime detection policing
that occurs through vehicle and pedestrian stops. one
significant step that can be taken is to compel the
police to record and publish stop data. This remedial
approach has been put into practice in England and
in much of the U.S. The author further proposes a
revamping of the public complaints system. An
objective and independent public complaints process
is lacking and formal measures must be taken in this
area to improve police accountability. The author
also suggests that anti-racial profiling legislation is
needed. Perhaps most importantly, law reform is
required. To this end, the author details several
specific recommendations to stimulate law reform in
Canada.

Malgre le fail que ce soil generalement nie,
I 'etablissement de profils raciaux represente un
serieux probleme dans de nombreuses Juridic/ions
canadiennes. II est temps d 'arreter le de bat et de se
pencher plut6t sur des mesures correctives abordant
directement le prob/eme. L 'auteur commence par une
analyse de la dynamique de I 'etablissement de profi/s
raciaux et indique /es difficu/tes que cela represente
pour /es mesures institutionne/les qui visent achanger
la culture de la police comme /es pratiques antiracistes deformation et d'embauche. Comme le vivier
de I 'etablissement de profits raciaux est la detection
de crimes au Jour le Jour que la police ejfectue au
moyen d'arrets de vehicules et de pietons, le/ail de
demander a la police d 'enregistrer et de publier /es
donnees sur ces arrets pourrail s 'averer un pas
important. Celle demarche corrective a ete mise en
pratique en Angleterre et dans une grande parlie des
Etats-Unis. L 'auteur suggere de reorganiser le
systeme de plain/es du public. JImanque un processus
objectif et independant de plaintes du public et ilfaut
prendre des mesures ojficie/les dans ce domaine pour
ameliorer la responsabilite de la police. L 'auteur
indique aussi qu 'une legislation interdisant
I 'etablissement de profi/s raciaux s 'impose. II est
peut-etre plus important de reformer la loi. Acettefin,
I 'auteur donne /es details
de plusieurs
recommandations specifiques visant a stimu/er la
reforme de la /oi au Canada.
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INTRODUCTION

Largely as a result of the Toronto Star's expose on race and crime in October of 2002, the
sensitive issue ofracial profiling of the African-Canadian community in Toronto is finally
getting the attention that it requires. 1 The problem, however, is that most of that attention has
been on whether or not the practice exists. After the Toronto Star report was published, the
Toronto public heard almost nothing but constant and vehement denials by the police union,
the police brass, and the mayor. 2 In addition, the police went on the offensive. Chief of Police
Julian Fantino hired Professor Ed Harvey from the University of Toronto and well-known

The initial lead articles in this series included: Jim Rankin et al., "Singled Out" Toronto Star (19
October 2002) A I; "Police target black drivers" Toronto Star (20 October 2002) A I; "Black arrest rates
highest" Toronto Star (26 October 2002) A2; and "Life and death on mean streets" Toronto Star (27
October 2002) A2. The Toronto Star explained the purpose of the series as follows: "[a]t various times,
concerns about relations between the pol ice and minorities, questions about arrests and charges, have
been raised by the city's minority communities. We believe it is the duty of a newspaper and its
journalists to seek out the truth, to focus attention on practices and issues that need to be discussed and
addressed .... Our stories detail troubling facts surrounding minorities and police, and indicate it is time
for the issue to be dealt with calmly and rationally"( Mary Deanne Shears, "Our Duty: Examine all
issues" Toronto Star (19 October 2002) A2). In addition to relying on previous studies on systemic
racism and policing, the Star conducted its own analysis based on data obtained from the police
database known as CIPS - the Criminal Information Processing System. The data covered the period
from 1996 to 2002 and involved more than 480,000 arrest'ticketing incidents and nearly 800,000
criminal and other charges (see "The story behind the numbers" Toronto Star (19 October 2002) Af 2).
The Toronto Police Association: "[n]o racial profiling has ever been conducted by the Toronto Police
Services" (Catherine Porter, "Police union urges Star boycott" Toronto Star (22 October 2002) A6);
Chief Julian Fantino: "we do not do racial profiling" ("Fantino: 'We do not do racial profiling"'
Toronto Star (19 October, 2002) A2); and Colin Perkel, "Ontario Chiefs back Fantino's profiling
denial" Toronto Star (29 October 2002), online: Toronto Star <www.thestar.com>); Police Services
Board Chair Norman Gardner: 'Toronto police profile by crime, not by race" (Philip Mascoll, "No
racial profiling by police: Gardner" Toronto Star (18 November 2002) 84); Mayor Mel Lastman:
"police only arrest the 'bad guys'. I don't believe that Toronto police engage in racial profiling in any
way, shape or form" ("Analysis raises board hackles" Toronto Star (20 October 2002) A9).
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defence lawyer Alan D. Gold to review the Toronto Star's interpretation of the police data. 3
Then, in a well-orchestrated manoeuver, Harvey and Gold attended a Toronto Police Services
Board meeting that had been advertised as an opportunity for the Black community to
express their profiling concerns, and proclaimed that the newspaper's conclusions were
"bogus" and based on "junk science." 4 In addition, the Toronto Police Service Association
launched an unprecedented 2. 7 billion dollar lawsuit against the Toronto Star. The basis for
the lawsuit was, as police union lawyer Tim Danson put it, "[a]ccusing the members of the
Toronto Police Service ofracism." 5
Denial has not been the exclusive province of the Toronto police. When Ottawa Deputy
Chief Larry Hill admitted at a conference on multiculturalism and policing that racial
profiling exists within the Ottawa force, the president of the Ottawa Police Association
Sergeant Byron Smith stated, "[ w]e assert that we don't take part in racial profiling" and "so
we kind of distanced ourselves from what (Hill) had to say about it." 6 Similarly, the president
of the Ontario Association of Chiefs of Police has stated that "it's certainly not something
that we're that concerned about because we don't believe that it exists" and "it's our position
that (racial profiling) does not exist. We're not doing that." 7
Unfortunately, the targeting of racial minorities for criminal or security-related
investigation, solely or in part on the basis of their skin colour, is a real and serious problem
in many jurisdictions. In England, for example, the Home Secretary reported in its 2003
annual report on race relations that "the 200 l /02 figures showed that black people were eight
times more likely to be stopped and searched than white people. This was a rise from five

Edward B. Harvey, "An Independent Review of the Toronto Star Analysis of Criminal Information
Processing System (CIPS) Data Provided by the Toronto Police Services," online: Toronto Police
Service <www.torontopolice.on.ca/publications/files/reports/harveyreport.pdf>. The integrity of
Harvey's review is challenged by Scot Wortley & Julian Tanner, "Data, Denials and Confusion: The
Racial Profiling Debate in Toronto" (2003)45 Can. J. Crim. 367. See also Harold Levy,"Police rebuttal
called flawed" Toronto Star (10 June 2003) Al.
Paul Moloney, "Police attack Star's race articles: Police chiefs race response gets crowd's full attention
- Lawyercalls articles 'junk science"' Toronto Star (21 February2003) A I; "Text from Toronto Police
Service website" Toronto Star (21 February 2003) A I; and Catherine Porter, "Act, don't fight, police
told" Toronto Star (21 February 2003) BI. See also Alan D. Gold, "Media Hype, Racial Profiling and
Good Science" (2003) 45 Can. J. Crim. 391 at 391-92; and Alan D. Gold, "Profiling Debate," Alan D.
Gold Collection of Criminal law Articles, ADGN/2002-448 (QL). In the United States, the biggest
proponent of the idea that racial profiling is a myth is Heather MacDonald of the Manhattan Institute
(see Heather MacDonald, Are Cops Racist? (Chicago: Ivan R. Dee, 2003) at 9-34).
See Peter Small, "Police union sues Star over race-crime series" Toronto Star (18 January 2003) A6.
The lawsuit was eventually dismissed on a pre-trial motion. Justice Cullity was satisfied that the
statement of claim disclosed no cause of action:
The whole thrust of the articles is that the evidence suggests that racial profiling occurs and that
steps must be taken to identify the causes and remove them. In my judgment, the allegedly
defamatory comments and innuendos in the articles cannot reasonably be understood as intended
to apply to every officer in the TPS. This conclusion destroys the foundation of the plaintiffs
cause of action as their claim to have been libelled ... depends upon a finding to the contrary.
(Gauthier v. Toronto Star Daily Newspapers ltd. (2003), 228 D.L.R. (4th) 748 (Ont. S.C.J) at para.
28.
See Chris Sorensen, "Ottawa police, deputy chief at odds over racial profiling" Toronto Star (2 March
2003) Al.
Perkel, supra note 2.
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times more likely in 1999/2000 and seven times more likely in 2000/01 ."8 In Ontario, the
Ontario Human Rights Commission (OHRC) made the following observations in its 2003
report, Paying The Price: The Human Cost Of Racial Profiling:
It is the Commission's viewthat previousinquirieshaveconsidered[the existenceofracial profiling]and have
found that it does occur.
Moreover,... racial profilingis a form of racial stereotyping.As racial stereotypingand discriminationexists
in society, it also exists in institutionssuch as law enforcementagencies....
Racialprofilinghas long been acknowledgedto exist in other western nations,most notablythe United States
and Britain.
... (There are] 15 reports since the I 970s dealing with police/minorityrelations in Canada.... In I 992, the
Ontario governmentalso establishedthe Commission on Systemic Racism in the Ontario Criminal Justice
System.... The review confirmed the perceptionof racialized groups that they are not treated equally by
criminaljustice institutions....
In additionto the varioustask forces,socialscientists,criminologistsand other academicshave studied racial
profiling ... these studies have consistentlyshowed that law enforcementagents profiled racial minorities.9

Not surprisingly, in R. v. Brown, 10 the Ontario Court of Appeal took judicial notice of the
existence of racial profiling. For the Court, Morden J. held:
[i]n the openingpart of his submissionbeforethis court, counselfor the appellant[the Crown]said that he did
not challengethe fact that the phenomenonof racial profilingby the police existed. This was a responsible
positionto take because,as counsel said, this conclusionis supportedby significantsocial science research.
I quote from the Report of The Commission on Systemic Racism in the Ontario Criminal Justice System
(Toronto:Queen's Printer for Ontario, 1995)(Co-chairs:M. Gittens and D. Cole) at 358:
The Commission's findings suggest that racialized characteristics, especially those of black
people, in combinationwith other factors, provoke police suspicion,at least in Metro Toronto.
Other factors that may attract police attention includesex (male), youth, make and condition of
car (if any), location,dress, and perceived lifestyle.Black persons perceived to have many of

U.K., Home Office,Stephen Lawrence Inquiry: Home Secretary's Action Plan Fourth Annual Report
on Progress (London: Home Office Communication Directorate,2003), online: Home Office <www.
homeoffice.gov.uk/docs/slawr_annrep4.pdf>.
SeealsoU.K.,HomeDepartment,The Stephen Lawrence
Inquiry: Report of an Inquiry by Sir William Macpherson o/Cluny, Cmnd 4262-1 (London: Her

IO

Majesty's StationaryOffice, I 999) at c. 45.8-45.10, online: The StationaryOffice Official Documents
<www.archive.official-documents.co.uk/document/cm42/4262/sli-45.htm>[Macpherson Report];
Laurence Lustgarten, "The Future of Stop and Search" (2002] Crim. L. Rev. 603; and U.K. Home
Office Researchand Statistics Directorate,EthnicityandContactswith the Police: Latestfindings from
the British Crime Survey(ResearchFindingsNo. 59) by Tom Bucke (London:Her Majesty's Stationary
Office, 1997),online: HomeOffice <www.homeoffice.gov.uk/rds/pdfs/r59.pdf>.In the United States,
see David A. Harris, Profiles In Injustice: Why Racial Profiling Cannot Work (New York: The New
Press, 2002) at c. 2-4.
(Inquiry Report) (2003) at 9-10, online: <www.ohrc.on.ca/english/consultations/racial-profilingreport.pdf> [OHRC Report].
(2003), 64 O.R. (3d) 161, 9 C.R. (6th) 240 [Brown cited to C.R].
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these attributesare at high risk of being stoppedon foot or in cars. This explanationis consistent
with our findings that, overall, black people are more likely than others to experience the
unwelcomeintrusionof being stopped by the police.11

Strongwords and actions and yet, the denials continued.In the days followingthe release
of the OHRCReport, senior police officialsresumedthe denial game. In a press conference,
ChiefFantino angrily stated that the report was "totally divorced from the reality oftoday" 12
and also that "I don't believe our police are so corrupt, so dishonest, so racist, that we need
to have body packs on them, cameras on their back and watchdogsat everythingthey do."13
Meanwhile,the Presidentof the OntarioAssociationof Chiefsof Police describedthe report
as "predictably disappointingand unfair."14
The time has come to stop the debate.15 As the OHRCReport forcefullystates, "the time
has come to act" and to focus on remedial action.16 All of the relevant actors must work
together to devise strategies to address this insidious problem whose collateral effects are
substantial.'7Using the experience of the Black communityin Toronto as my context, the

II

12

14
IS

I(,

17

Ibid. at 246. In his annotationto the case, ProfessorStuart highlightedthat "this panel of justices relies
on the Report of The Commission on Systemic Racism in the Ontario Criminal Justice System ... for
establishingthe existenceofracial profilingin Ontario" ("R. v. Brown: Annotation"(2003) 9 C.R. (6th)
240 at 243). In its report, the OHRC also referred to the Brown case (ibid.) as an example of judicial
recognition ofracial profiling (OHRC Report, supra note 9 at 10).
Darren Yourk, "Toronto police chief slams racial profiling report" The Globe and Mail (9 December

2003), online: The Globe and Mail <www.theglobeandmail.com>;John Barber, "Fantino reaction to
race report has no substance" The Globe and Mail (IO December2003) A2 I.
Richard Mackie, "Fantino blasts proposedpolice cameras" The Globe and Mail (11 December2003)
AI8. This quote was ChiefFantino's responseto the OHRC recommendationto use video cameras in
police vehicles to identify and deter profiling.
Sonia Verma & Cal Millar, "Fantino angered by report" Toronto Star (10 December2003) AIO.
There does appear to be a breath of fresh air with the new Liberal government in Ontario. Early
accounts suggest that the McGuintygovernmentis preparedto acknowledgeand address the problem
(see Richard Brennan & Robert Benzie, "Province to Fantino: Deal with profiling" Toronto Star (11
December 2003) Al and "McGuinty defends police-car cameras" Toronto Star (l O December2003)
Al; and Richard Brennan,"Liberalsvow guidelinesagainstracial profiling" Toronto Star (9 November
2003) A4).
OHRC Report, supra note 9 at 73. This sentiment has also been repeatedlyexpressed by most of the
leaders in the Black community in Toronto (see Harold Levy, "Face racial profiling, police agency
urged" Toronto Star ( t 6·June2003) A 19;CatherinePorter,"Act, don't fight, police told" Toronto Star
(21 February2003) Bl; Catherine Porter, "Action urged on pace profiling" Toronto Star (19 January
2003) All; and "Stop Talking About Racism, Do Something: Toronto Coalition" CBC News (31
October 2002), online: CBC <www.cbc.ca/storyview/CBC/2002/
I 0/31/to_police02I 031>).
Some of the costs of profilingare documentedin the OHRC Report, supra note 9 at 17-66.They include
alienation and a diminished sense of citizenship, distrust of our institutions, loss of dignity, stressrelated disorders, over-representation in the criminal justice system, stigmatization, widespread
harassment, and forced changes in behaviour. See also David M. Tanovich, "Using The Charter To
Stop Racial Profiling: The Development of an Equality-BasedConception of Arbitrary Detention"
(2002), 40 Osgoode Hall L.J. 145 at 161-65[Tanovich,"Using the Charter"]. Often overlookedin the
discussionof the collateraleffectsare the deadlyconsequencesof profiling.Historically,the stereotypes
that fuel profiling have likely played some role in the approximately.30 Black individualswho have
been killed or injured in police shootings in Ontario (25) and Quebec (five) since 1978. Presently,we
are witnessing a deadly consequence of racial profiling manifested in the series of shootings in the
Black communityin Toronto.If you over-policea group that is alreadymarginalizedand discriminated
against and then imprison its youth in large numbers for relativelyminor offences, it is only logical to
assume that those coming out of prison may feel that they have no choice but to tum to greater levels
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purpose of this article is to identify some of the remedial steps that can be undertaken to
address racial profiling. 18 These steps include:
a public awareness campaign designed to ensure that the public and the police
understand the racial profiling phenomenon including what it is, why it exists, and
why it is not an efficient or reasonable police practice;
the promulgation of an official written police policy prohibiting the use of racial
profiling;
improving efforts at changing police culture and making the hiring and promoting
of more visible minority officers a priority;
compelling the police to record the circumstances surrounding all stops including
the race and ethnic background, age and gender of the person stopped, the reasons,
and the results of the stop;

JH

of criminality in order to gain access to scarce resources. Moreover, research into profiling suggests that
the sense of disrespect for the rule of law and other conventions that profiling engenders can lead to
further offending. Finally, no one should be surprised that if members of a community are treated and
repeatedly portrayed as violent criminals, some individuals will start acting that way.
And we are now seeing the deadly consequences of the over-policing of the Aboriginal community in
Western Canada. On I 6 January 2004, Police Complaint Commissioner of British Columbia Dirk
Ryneveld urged a public inquiry into the death of Frank Paul. Paul died of hypothermia in I 998 after
being abandoned by two police officers in an alley in Vancouver's eastside. He joins six other
Aboriginal men in Saskatchewan who were also found frozen to death. These men include Neil
Stonechild, Rodney Niastus, Lawrence Wegner, Russell Charles, Lloyd Dustyhorn, and Darcy lronchild.
In many of these cases, there is evidence that the men had earlier been in police custody. Two other
Aboriginal men, Darrell Night and Garret Berthelette were able to escape death after being abandoned
by the police in Saskatchewan and Manitoba. These cases do not appear to be aberrations. So common
is this practice of targeting intoxicated Aboriginals and exiling them in the middle of winter in
Saskatchewan, it is known as a "starlight tour." In its 200 I Report, Amnesty International expressed
grave concerns about this practice; in the summer of 2003, Saskatoon Chief of Police Russell Sabo
conceded that an officer was disciplined in 1976 for abandoning an Aboriginal woman and that it was
"quite conceivable that there were other[s]." In British Columbia, the practice is known as "breaching."
This issue of profiling and the practice of"starlighting" is likely to be addressed by the Saskatchewan
inquiry looking into Neil Stonechild's death (see Gabriella Pedicelli, When Police Kill: Police Use of
Force in Montreal and Toronto (Montreal: Vehicule Press, 1998) at 65; Rod Mickleburgh, "Inquiry
urged in case of Native left in alley" The Globe and Mail (21 January 2004) A8; Office of the Police
Complaint Commissioner, Frank Joseph Paul Reasons for Decisions ( 16 January 2004), online: Office
of the Police Complaint Commissioner <www.opcc.bc.ca/Pub1ic%20Hearing%20_%20PCC%
20Reasons/2004/Paul%20reasons.html>; Saskatchewan, Commission of Inquiry Into Mallers Relating
to the Death of Neil Stonechild, online: Stonechild Inquiry <www.stonechildinquiry.ca>; "Timeline"
CBC News (9 June 2003), online: CBC <www.cbc.ca/news/indepth/firstnations/stonechild. html>;
"Starlight Tours" CBC News (n.d.), online: CBC <www.cbc.ca/news/indepth/firstnations/
starlighttours.html>; and R. v. Munson, (2004] 2 W.W.R. 107, (2003), 232 Sask. R. 44 (C.A.)).
While the focus of racial profiling has been on the over-surveillance of the African-Canadian
community on the streets of Toronto, the practice occurs in other parts of Ontario and Canada (e.g.
Montreal and Halifax), to other groups (e.g. Aboriginals and Arabs), and in other contexts (e.g. airports
and shopping malls). See e.g. Troy v. Kemmir Enterprises (c.o.b. Petro Canada), (2003] B.C.J. No.
2933 (QL), 2003 BCSC 1947; Anne Sutherland, "Black youth group proposes ideas to counter racial
profiling" Montreal Gazelle (8 March 2004) A7; OHRC Report, supra note 9 at 6-8 and 54-66;
Manitoba, Public Inquiry Into The Administration of Justice and Aboriginal People, vol. 2 (Winnipeg:
Queen's Printer, 1991 ); the discussion of "starlight tours" at supra note 17; and Johnson v. Halifax
(Regional Municipality) Police Service, (2003] N.S.H.R.B.I.D. No. 2 (QL) [Johnson]. See also Reem
Bahdi, "No Exit: Racial Profiling And Canada's War Against Terrorism" (2003) 41 Osgoode Hall L.J.
293. Most, if not all, of what is recommended in this article applies to addressing the profiling of these
other groups.
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making the public complaints process more objective, fair, and accessible;
enacting anti-racial profiling legislation; and
stimulating law suits and law reform.
II. UNDERSTANDING THE DYNAMICS OF RACIAL PROFILING

Anti-Black racism is an emotive word that conjures up images of slavery, the Jim Crow
laws, the Klu Klux Klan, and hate crimes. This imagery is not confined to the American
experience. Contrary to popular mythology and our desire to differentiate ourselves from our
southern neighbours, these images of brutality and dominance are part of our own history. 19
For example, Canada has a two hundred year history of slavery that was not formally
abolished until 1834.20 It also has a twentieth century history of de-facto racial segregation 21
and of substantial Klu Klux Klan presence and activities. 22
Associating racial profiling with this imagery no doubt explains, in part, the hostile and
defiant manner in which the police, some public officials, and even the public have
responded to claims of its existence. Equating racial profiling with overt racism has
unfortunately resulted in a misunderstanding of the phenomenon and has stifled rational
debate and reform. The targeting of certain racial groups for criminal or security-related
investigation is not, generally speaking, a manifestation of overt racism. Most of the officers
who use race as a part of a profile are not doing so because of a deep-seated hatred of
members ofa particular group. 23 Nor is there likely to be a "smoking gun" buried in some
police instruction manual that teaches or encourages police officers to target certain racial

,,,
211

ll

ll

2J

See ConstanceBackhouse,Colour-Coded: A Legal History of Racism in Canada, 1900-1950 (Toronto:
Universityof Toronto Press, 1999) [Backhouse,Colour-Coded] for a discussion of Canada's history
of racism in relation to Aboriginals,Asian-Canadians,and African-Canadians.
See Carol A. Aylward, Canadian Critical Race Theory: Racism and the Law (Halifax: Fernwood
Publishing, 1999) at 39-49; Barry Cahill, "Slaveryand the Judges of LoyalistNova Scotia" (I 994) 43
U.N.B.L.J.73; H.T. Holman,ed., "Slaves And ServantsOn Prince Edward Island:The Case Of Jupiter
Wise" (1982) 12 Acadiensis 100; Errol Mendes, ed., ··Racial Discrimination": Law and Practice
(Toronto:Carswell, 1995);James W. St. G. Walker, "Race," Rights and the Law in the Supreme Court
of Canada (Ontario: The OsgoodeSocietyfor Canadian LegalHistory and Wilfrid Laurier University
Press, 1997); and Robin W. Winks, The Blacks in Canada: A History (Montreal: McGill-Queen's
UniversityPress, 1971).
See Constance Backhouse, "Racial Segregation in Canadian Legal History: Viola Desmond's
Challenge,Nova Scotia, 1946"(1994) 17DalhousieL.J. 299; and Backhouse,"'Bitterly Disappointed'
at the Spread of 'Colour-Bar Tactics"' in Colour-Coded, supra note 19 at 250-52. There is even a
historyofjudicial recognitionof segregationin cases like Christie v. York, [ 1940]S.C.R. 139[Christie]
and Rogers v. Clarence Hotel, [1940] 3 D.L.R. 583, 2 W.W.R. 545 (B.C.C.A.), where the Supreme
Court of Canada and the BritishColumbiaCourt of Appealrespectivelyconcludedthat businesseshad
the right to refuse to serve persons of colour. See also Loew 's Montreal Theatres Ltd. v. Reynolds
(1919), Q.R. 30 K.B. 459, cited in Christie, ibid.; and Franklin v. Evans(l924), 55 O.L.R. 349, O.J.
No. 33 (QL) (S.C. (H.C. Div.)).
See Backhouse, Colour-Coded, supra note 19 at 181-93. Backhousepoints out, for example, that by
1925 there were estimates of 8,000 Klan members in Toronto and 25,000 members in Saskatchewan
and established offices, rallies, and cross burnings across British Columbia, Saskatchewan,Alberta,
Ontario, Quebec, New Brunswick,and Nova Scotia.
Those officerswho use profilingas a manifestationof overt racism are the individualsthat most people
think of when the term "bad apples" is used in this context. SeeJohn Deverell,"Chief defends his force:
Police Act powers enough to curb any 'bad apples"' Toronto Star (4 June 2003) 85; and Ontario,
Report of the Commission on Systemic Racism in the Ontario Crimina/Justice System, vol. I (Toronto:
Queen's Printer for Ontario, 1995) at 357 [Ontario Systemic Racism Report].
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minorities. As the authors of the Report of the Commission on Systemic Racism in the
Ontario Criminal Justice System have pointed out:
A commonfeatureof[previous] inquiries[intoracism] is an emphasison "systemic"or "institutional"racism
as opposedto individualor overt racism. They have generallyassumedthat the vast majorityof professionals
in the criminaljustice system under examination do not consciouslyintend to treat racial minority people
worse than white people. Nevertheless they have recognizedthat e·vena criminaljustice staffed with wellintentionedprofessionalsmay operate in subtle and unfair ways that have adverse impactson racial minority
and indigenouspeoples.These inquirieshavethereforeattemptedto identifydiscriminatorypracticeswith the
object of eliminatingthem.
This Reporttakes the same approach.The Commissionassumedthat personswith explicitlyhostileattitudes
towards racial minority people would constitute no more than a tiny minority of professionalswithin the
criminaljustice system.24

That said, our history of overt racism does explain to some extent the failure of many and,
in particular, of the police to critically evaluate the assumptions and stereotypes discussed
below that have fueled the practice of racial profiling.
Racial profiling is yet another manifestation of systemic racism. It is the unintentional
process of"social production of racial inequality in decisions about people and the treatment
they receive." 25 How does this occur and how can it be said to be unintentional when a police
officer is conscious of the fact that he or she is stopping a person of colour? In order to
answer these questions, it is necessary to step back and look at the complex process of how
we evaluate behaviour. The social science literature suggests that people often make
decisions about strangers based on general beliefs or stereotypes associated with the
characteristics of the stranger's group (that is, his or her race, gender, or ethnicity). As one
commentator has observed:
Social scientists and cognitive psychologists have studied the manner in which people make sense of
themselvesand others. In encounteringthe complexitiesof our daily lives, we attempt to reduce the social
world around us into categoriesto create a more manageablestructure.This processof categorizationenables
us to organize and make decisions about information with less time and effort than we would require to
confrontbehaviourand eventsanew. As the human mind seeks to understandconduct,it looksto salientcues,
such as race and ethnicity,and then draws on culturallyembedded understandingsto evaluate behaviour.26

24
25

Ontario Systemic Racism Report, ibid. at 2-3.
Ibid at 39. Systemic racism is by no means confined to the police. We now know that it is unfortunately
present in every social institution in Canadian society. See the discussion in Anti-Black Racism in
Canada: A Report on the Canadian Government's Compliance with the International Convention on
the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination (Toronto:African Canadian LegalClinic, 2002),
on file with the author; Ontario Systemic Racism Report, supra note 23 at Chapter 3; and
Multiculturalism and Citizenship Canada, Eliminating Racial Discrimination in Canada, (Ottawa:

Supply & Services Canada, 1989) at 3-7. See also the discussion in relation to Aboriginal peoples in
2(,

R. v. Williams, (1998] I S.C.R. 1128 at paras. 20-31, 15 C.R. 227 [Williams cited to S.C.R.]; and R.
v. Gladue, [ 1999] I S.C.R. 688 at paras. 58-74, 133 C.C.C. (3d) 385.

Anthony C. Thompson, "Stopping the Usual Suspects: Race and the Fourth Amendment" (1999) 74
N.Y.U. L. Rev. 956 at983-86. See also the discussion in Alan W. Mewett,"SecondaryFacts, Prejudice
and Stereotyping" ( 1999) 42 Crim. L. Q.3 I 9; and Marilyn MacCrimmon,"Developments in the Law
ofEvidence: The 1995-96Term: RegulatingFact Determinationand CommonsenseReasoning"( 1997)
8 Sup. Ct. L. Rev. (2d) 367 at 368-74.
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Using categorizations or schemas to guide evaluations of behaviour is almost inevitable.
As the OHRC observed in its report, "(p]ractical experience and psychology both confirm
that anyone can stereotype, even people who are well meaning and not overtly biased." 27 This
is particularly so in cases where the generalized beliefs are reinforced through previous
experiences, the prevailing pop-culture, and the media. The literature also suggests that the
faster a decision needs to be made, the more likely it is that the decision-maker will resort to
these group stereotypes. It is not a leap of logic to conclude that this is even more so where
the decision is perceived to involve officer safety or potential criminal or terrorist activity. 28
In the context ofrace, this categorization process is known as racialization. It is described
as follows:
Racialization is the process by which societies construct races as real, different and unequal in ways that
matter lo economic, political and social life. It involves selecting some human characteristics as meaningful signs of racial difference;
sorting people into races on the basis of variations in these characteristics;
attributing personality traits, behaviours and social characteristics to people classified as members
of particular races; and
acting as if race indicates socially significant differences among people. 29

How does racialization operate in the context of policing? It is a common police practice to
use historical experiences as a guide to future policing, especially proactive policing, which
involves identifying a potential suspect. This is precisely why so many different profiles have
been created over the years by the police - the hijacker profile, the smuggler profile, the
serial-killer profile, and the terrorist profile. In the context of drugs, a drug-courier profile
is widely used in the United States, as most states have incorporated a DEA training program
known as "Operation Pipeline" that teaches officers to look for "indicators" of drug
trafficking during vehicle stops. 30 In Canada, a drug-courier profile based on "Operation
Pipeline" is now used in a number ofprovinces. 31
While "Operation Pipeline" involves a more formalized use of profiling, a form of
informal profiling can arise from personal experiences. One of the most common police
experiences is the process of arrest, booking, and appearing in court to testify. From these

27

"
JO

)\

OHRC Report, supra note 9 at 6.
Thompson, supra note 26 at 986-87.
Ontario Systemic Racism Report, supra note 23 at 40 [emphasis in original].
"Operation Pipeline" has been linked to racial profiling (see Harris, supra note 8 at 48-52; and Gary
Webb, "DWB" ( 1999) 131:4 Esquire 118).
Cpl. Rob Ruiters of the R.C.M.P. introduced Pipeline into Canada after learning about it at a lecture
on drug smuggling in Minnesota. The first Pipeline training course was set up in Manitoba in 1994 and,
to date, Ruiters has trained I 0,000 law enforcement officials (see the discussion of Pipeline and related
training methods in R. v. Truong(2002), 168 (C.C.C.)(3d) 132, 2002 BCCA 3 I 5; R. v. France (2002),
I C.R. (6th) 27 at 32, 2002 NWTSC 32; R. v. Arabi (2002), I C.R. (6th) 75 at 78, 2002 ABPC 51; R.
v. Ferrari (2001), 210 Sask. R. 282, 2001 SKQB 340; R. v. Calderon, [2002) O.T.C. 450, O.J. No.
2583 (S.C.J.) (QL); and R. v. Kane (1998), 174 N.S.R. (2d) 40, 42 M. V.R. (3d) 57 (S.C.). See also
David M. Tanovich, "Operation Pipeline and Racial Profiling" (2002) I C.R. (6th) 52 [Tanovich,
"Operation Pipeline")).
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experiences, individual police officers likely develop a profile over time of what the usual
offender of a particular offence looks like. Based on the limited data available, it would
appear that African-Canadian males are over-represented in arrests for certain offences,
particularly drug offences. 32 Consequently, the police likely perceive that the usual drug
offender is a young, Black male. This profile is also one that has been constantly reinforced
by the American experience, the media, and other aspects of our pop-culture.
In Johnson v. Halifax (Regional Municipality) Police Service, Dr. Wanda Thomas
Bernard, an anti-racism expert in Nova Scotia, testified about the perpetuation of this
stereotype in the media. In his reasons for concluding that Kirk Johnson, one of Canada's
most well-known and successful boxers, was the victim of racial profiling, the Chair of the
Nova Scotia Human Rights Commission summarized her evidence as follows:
Dr. Bernard's testimonyon the powerfulimpactof negativemedia stereotypesof black males, both on white
people and on black men themselves, was especially pertinent. She noted the strong tendencies in popular
culture and film to focus on black men as criminals, pimps, uneducatedpersons, and uninvolvedas fathers
of their children. Her research has examined the "cool pose" that young black males sometimes adopt in
response to these media portrayals,which in turn unintentionallyhelps to reinforce the stereotypes.The net
effect of her testimonywas that these negativestereotypesare widelydiffused in our culture,so much so that
they operate at a subconscious level, and that it requires a considerable amount of training to counteract
them.33

It would take an enormous effort for this experience not to influence a police officer's
decision-making process and this is likely why it has even influenced more formalized
profiling such as Pipeline. Moreover, in R. v. Singh, it was recognized that there is no reason
to believe that even a Black police officer would be immune from racial profiling. As
O'Connor J. observed:
[i]t seems that any person of any race could consciouslyor unconsciouslybelievethat persons ofa particular
race, his own or others, have a propensitytoward criminalactivityand thus should be targeted for attention
by the police.This belief could arise from a varietyof sources, includingthe misinformedanecdotalmusings
of associates, inaccuratemedia informationor a misunderstandingof information,reports and studies etc.
disseminatedby police or governmentalagencies.34

Similarly, Professor David Harris, the leading American scholar on this issue, has told us that
"[a]ccording to the data, racial disparities in stops, searches, and the like seem to have little
or nothing to do with the officer's race. " 35

)4
)5

See Ontario Systemic Racism Report, supra note 23 at 70-105. See also R. v. Borde (2003), 8 C.R. (6th)
203 at 208-10 (Ont. C.A.); R. v. Golden, [200 I] 3 S.C.R. 679 at para. 83, 159 C.C.C. (3d) 449 [Golden
cited to S.C.R.] and R. v. Hamilton (2003), 8 C.R. (6th) 215 at 234-52 (Ont. S.C.J.).
Johnson, supra note 18 at para. 94. See also the discussion in FrancesHenry& Carol Tator, Discourses
of Domination - Racial Bias in the Canadian English-Language Press (Toronto: University of
Toronto Press, 2002).
(2003), 15 C.R. (6th) 288 at 295-96, O.J. No. 3794 (S.C.J.) (QL) [Singh cited to C.R.].
Supra note 8 at IOI.
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This "usual suspect" stereotype has even led some American commentators to argue that
the fact that African-Americans are over-represented in the criminal justice system for some
offences makes using race to profile a reasonable and good law enforcement tactic. For
example, Bernard Parks, the former Los Angeles Police Chief, who himself is Black, once
stated:
[i]n my mind, it is not a great revelation that if officers are looking for criminal activity, they are going to look
at the kind of people who are listed in crime reports. At some point, someone figured out that the drugs are
delivered by males of his colour driving these kinds of vehicles at this time of night. This isn't brain surgery.
The profile didn't get invented for nothing. 36

Others have argued the because it is statistically reasonable, it should not be a prohibited
form of discrimination. 37

It is precisely because there is a police perception that this usual offender categorization
process is based on experience and not on race that the police do not think that they are doing
anything wrong when they decide, for example, to conduct a pretext vehicle stop of a Black
driver. Indeed, it is why we often hear the police respond to profiling allegations as follows:
police deal with criminal profiling. From my perspective, ifthere is a description of individuals who have been
involved in a crime ... or in certain types of crime, you would look at those people who would be suspects; 38
the police can't do their job and be politically correct at the same time; 39
[w)e deal with the circumstances that we're presented with and we make judgments on the basis of what we
do within the system, holistically, across the system. We don't look at, nor do we consider the race or ethnicity,
or any of that, as factors of how we dispose of cases, or individuals, or how we treat individuals. 40

We also often hear the police say that they "respond to complaints" as though suggesting
that they have little or no opportunity to use racial profiling. Part of this is no doubt true.
When the police are responding to a complaint and they have a description of the suspect,
it is not racial profiling to use racial or ethnic descriptions as part of the investigative process.
However, profiling is not, generally speaking, manifested in crime-solving or reactive
policing. It typically arises in crime detection or proactive policing on our streets where the
police are using their so-called "sixth sense" to identify suspicious circumstances in an effort
to find contraband. Proactive policing manifested in vehicle or pedestrian stops invites racial
profiling because the "usual offender" stereotype is used to turn entirely innocent events into
suspicious circumstances or indicators warranting police intervention. Some of these
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See Jeffrey Goldberg, "The Color of Suspicion" New York Times Magazine (20 June I 999).
Dinesh D'Souza, "Sometimes Discrimination Can Make Sense" USA Today (2 June I 999) I SA. See
the discussion and persuasive criticism of this "reasonable discrimination"argument in Randall
Kennedy, Race, Crime And The Law (New York: Pantheon Books, 1997) at 138-63.
Toronto Police Services Board Chair Norman Gardner (Philip Mascoll, "No racial profiling by police:
Gardner" Toronto Star (18 November 2002) 84 [emphasis added)).
Former Toronto Police Association President Craig Bromell (Nick McCabe-Lokos, "Police can't be
'politically correct"' Toronto Star (I I November 2002) A I).
Police Chief Julian Fanti no ("Fantino: 'We do not do racial profiling,"' supra note 2. See also Scot
Wortley, "Profiling one source of alienation" Toronto Star (25 November 2002) BI.
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indicators and stereotypes that have triggered police scrutiny of young Black men appear to
include:
driving an expensive vehicle (the "he couldn't afford this unless he were a drug
dealer" stereotype); 41
being out late at night (the "he must be up to no good" stereotype); 42
two or more men in a car or walking down the street wearing distinctive clothing
(the "they must be a gang" stereotype);
walking in a wealthy neighborhood (the "out of place" stereotype);
standing on the street comer or present in an area purportedly known for drug
trafficking (the "this must be a drug deal" stereotype); 43
talking on a cell phone in a high crime area (the "he must be a drug dealer"
stereotype); 44 or,
failing to make eye contact with a police officer or quickly leaving the scene ofan
approaching officer (the "he must have something to hide" stereotype). 45
Consequently, while the police may think that differential police treatment is simply the
product of good, proactive- rather than biased - policing, this conclusion is based on their
perception of who is the usual offender. This subtle and often subjectively unrecognizable
process is exactly what categorization, racialization, and racial profiling is all about.
Finally, the police must begin to consciously recognize the effects of using a racialized
"usual offender" stereotype in law enforcement and the collateral damage caused by such a
practice. 46 In particular, so long as the police see the face of street level crime as Black, it will
likely always remain so. Profiling is a self-fulfilling prophecy. The more that a group is
targeted, the greater the likelihood that criminality will be discovered - particularly for
those offences that are prevalent in society, such as drug use. The fact that the targeting
reveals a disproportionate number ofindividuals ofa particular group for a particular offence
does not mean that members of that group are, in fact, the usual offenders. Indeed, the "hit
rate" data (that is, the likelihood offinding drugs or other contraband following a search) that
is emerging in the United States reveals that the police are just as likely and, in most cases,
more likely to find contraband in stops of White individuals as compared to stops of Black
individuals:

41
42

43

44
45

4<>

R. v. Stephen (2003), 102 C.R.R. (2d) 105, [2003] O.J. No. 634 (S.C.J.) (QL).
Troy v. Kemmir Enterprises, supra note 18. In Troy, a gas station employeecalled 911 to report what

she thought was a drug deal or possible robbery.As it turned out, Mr. Troy was simply waiting at the
gas station for a friend to direct him to his house.
R. v. Burgher, [2002] O.J. No. 5316 (S.C.J.)(QL);R. v. Snape (2002), 92 C.R.R. (2d) 372, [2002] O.J.
No. 714 (S.C.J.) (QL); R. v. Peck, [2001] O.J. No. 4581 (S.C.J.) (QL); R. v. Nicely (2000), 79 C.R.R.
(2d) 24, 39 C.R. (5th) 340 (Ont. C.A.); and R. v. Carty (1995), 31 C.R.R. (2d) 303, [1995] O.J. No.
2322 (Ct. Jus. Prov. Div.) (QL).
R. v. C.S. (1997), 13 C.R. (5th) 375, [1997) O.J. No. 4146 (Ct. Jus. (Prov. Div.)) (QL).
R. v. Johnson (1995), 39 C.R. (4th) 78, [1995] O.J. No. 1556 (C.A.) (QL).
These effects, including distrust of the police and the criminal justice system, have now been
documented in the OHRC Report, supra note 9; see also the discussion at supra note I 7.
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Hit Rate For White Drivers

Jurisdiction

Hit Rate For AfricanAmerican Drivers

Minnesota (2002)47

24%

11%

Rhode Island (200 J-2002)4R

23.5%

17.8%49

Nevada (2002l

13.3%

11.2%

Iowa (2000-2002)51

42.6%

40%

Missouri (200 I )52

21.86%

15.34%

New Jersey (2000)5)

25%

13%

New York City (1999)54

12.6%

10.5%

North Carolina ( 1998)55

33%

26%

U.S. Customs Service (1998)5''

6.7%

6.2%

Maryland (I 995/1996)57

28.8%

28.4%

1

This data clearly demonstrates that racial profiling does not work and that it is based on a
faulty premise.

III.

CHANGING POLICE CULTURE

Racial profiling provides a unique challenge to the ability of institutional measures such
as anti-racism training and hiring practices to change prevailing police culture because of the
perceived reasonableness and unintentional elements discussed earlier. As the Nova Scotia
Human Rights Commission recognized in the Johnson case:
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Minnesota Statewide Racial Profiling Report: All Participating Jurisdictions, online:Instituteon Race

andPoverty <wwwI. umn.edu/irp/mnrpreport.html>.
Amy Farrell et al., Rhode Island Traffic Stop Statistics Act Final Report (Boston: Northeastern
UniversityInstituteon Law and Justice, 2003), online:NortheasternUniversity <www.racialprotiling
analysis.neu.edu/lRJ_docs/RIFinalReport.pdf.>[Rhode Island Study].
In the Rhode Island Study, ibid., the comparisongroup was characterizedas non-white,which included
African-Americanand Hispanic drivers.
A.B. 500 - Report on Study of Traffic Stops, online: Office of the Attorney General, Nevada
Departmentof Justice www.<ag.state.nv.us/hottopics/AB500/ab500.htm>.
Iowa,Criminaland JuvenileJustice Planning,An Examination of Iowa State Patrol Traffic Stops I 0/00
-3102, online: Iowa State Patrol <www.state.ia.us/government/dps/isp/Stop_Data.pdf.>.
Annual Report On 2001 Missouri Traffic Stops, online: Missouri Attorney General's Office <ago.
missouri.gov/racialprotiling/200I .htm#executive>.
See Harris, supra note 8 at 79-84.
Ibid. The New York City percentagesare actually the arrest rates per stop. In addition, the stops are
pedestrian as opposed to vehicle stops.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
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I also wish to address an understandableconcern of officers readingthis decision. lfwe are to be held liable
for violatingthe HumanRightsAct on the basis ofunconsciousstereotypes,some mightsay, howcan we ever
be sure we are acting correctly?How can we guard againstsomethingthat is not conscious?Isn't if unfairto
hold us to such a high standard?I think the answerto this questionwas givenby ConstableChristopherRegan
at the inquiry.In responseto a questionabout how to deal with racial stereotypes,he repliedthat you have to
work at it. That simpleansweris the essenceofit. Recognizingthe problemand developingtechniquesto deal
with it, both at the personaland institutionallevel,are the key. Policepridethemselveson being professionals
and part of professionalisminvolvesrigoroustrainingon a wide varietyof matters. Learningto recognizeand
deal with racism is anotherform of trainingthat the policemust add to their repertoirein order to continueto
provide quality policing services,just as learningabout domestic violence became a larger part of police
training in recent years.58

Consequently, it is imperative that measures be taken to ensure that the anti-racism training,
which must include anti-racial profiling training, is comprehensive and effective. 59 In order
to accomplish this task, all police forces should be required to hire an anti-racism expert to
conduct an external audit of the measures in place. In addition to training, all ranks of the
force must be representative of the community. Thus, the hiring and promoting of visible
minority officers must be made a priority. 6 Finally, in order for any of these measures to
impact on police culture, it is imperative that high-ranking police officials acknowledge the
existence ofracial profiling and that all forces enact a formal and written anti-racial profiling
policy. Kingston and Montreal are the only forces in Canada that have such a policy. 61

°

IV.

DATA COLLECTION

As noted earlier, the breeding ground for racial profiling is the day-to-day proactive and
crime detection policing that occurs on our streets through either vehicle or pedestrian stops.
These "opportunity" encounters are used by the police to find contraband such as drugs or
weapons; 62 to monitor the activities of"suspicious" individuals; and to generally engender
respect from those groups perceived to be in need of order maintenance. 63 These street level
stops are a fertile ground for profiling because they are "low visibility" encounters, thereby
shielding the police from having to account for their conduct. 64
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Johnson, supra note I 8 at para. 71.
See Recommendation# 12, OHRC Report, supra note 9 at 72.
See Recommendation#14,ibid. See also "HighestRanking BlackCop Calls For MorePoliceDiversity"
(July 2000), online: Global Diversity at Work <www. diversityatwork.com/news/octOO/news
north
arnerica.html>.
Greg McArthur& J. Pritchell,"It's official: Racialprofilingbanned" The Kingston Whig-Standard(I 6
May 2003) I; and Ross Marowits, "Montreal police adopt racial profiling rules" Toronto Star (23
March 2004) AI 7.
In a speech to the KingstonPoliceServicesBoard,Chief Bill Closs stated that 40 percentof drug arrests
begin with a vehicle stop. The relevantexcerpts from this speech are reproducedas text accompanying
infra note 90.
See generallythe discussion in Richard V. Ericson,ReproducingOrder:A Study of Police Patrol Work
(Toronto: Universityof Toronto Press, 1982) at 200-201.
In the vehicle stop context, for example, the police are entitled to stop a vehicle at any time without
having to have any reason to believeor suspect that the driver has committeda traffic violation (see R.
v. Ladouceur, (1990] I S.C.R. 1257, (1990), 56 C.C.C. (3d) 22 [Ladouceurcited to C.C.C.]).
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Consequently, one of the most significant steps that can be taken to address racial profiling
is for the police to be compelled to record, either electronically or in writing, who they stop
and investigate. 65 This would include information such as age, gender, race, and ethnic
background, where the stop takes place, the reasons for the stop, what investigative measures
were taken (for example, a search) and the results. 66 In addition, the police should be required
to give the person stopped a ticket confirming that they were stopped, the reasons, and the
name of the officer(s). The stop data should then be published on a regular basis and its
collection tied to police funding.
The availability of this kind of information would serve a number of important purposes:
it would permit senior police officials and courts to monitor the performance of
those officers conducting vehicle and investigative stops;
it would reveal whether or not (and to what degree) the Black, Aboriginal, or other
visible minority communities are being over-policed;
it would serve to instill a sense of confidence in the Black community that police
stops are carried out fairly and with good reason; and,
it might serve as a deterrent. A recent pilot project in England found that a
recording obligation for all stops made officers more likely to "think twice" before
acting. 67
There is no question that the idea of keeping track of and reporting race-based statistics
is a controversial one. Indeed, in Toronto, the police are currently prohibited from analyzing
or publishing race statistics following a 1989 ban imposed by the Toronto Police Services
Board. 68 The Toronto prohibition came into force following a speech by then Staff-Inspector
Julian Fantino on February 16, 1989 to a race-relations committee in North York, Ontario.
In his speech, Fantino proclaimed that, based on statistics he had himself compiled, Blacks
accounted for most of the crime in the Jane-Finch corridor and that it was this criminal
element that was responsible for the "bad blood between police and Blacks." 69

f,5
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See Recommendations #2, #9, and #10, OHRC Report, supra note 9 at 69-70. See also David M.
Tanovich, "Using data to fight bias" Toronto Star (I I December 2003) A35.
In order to collect this information, it may not be necessary for the officer to ask the individual to
identify their racial or ethnic group. As Professor Harris has pointed out "the important thing is not what
race or ethnic group drivers actually belong to, but what race or ethnic group the officers think they
belong to" (supra note 8 at 181-82).
See U.K., Home Office, Upping the Pace? An evaluation of the recommendations of the Stephen
Lawrence Inquiry on stops and searches (Police Research Series, Paper 128) by Nick Bland, Joel Miller
& Paul Quinton (London: Home Office Research, Development and Statistics Directorate, 2000) at 78,
online: Home Office <www.homeoffice.gov.uk.rds/prgpdfs/prsl28.pdf>.
The ban was imposed on 23 February 1989. The policy states "[i]t is the policy of the Board that the
Board and the Force not compile or publish statistics relative to the race, colour or creed of individuals
involved in criminal activity, except as approved by the Board. This policy does not affect the releasing
of descriptions of suspects wanted for criminal acts." None of the other police services boards in
Ontario appear to have a similar prohibition ("Minutes Of The Public Meeting of the Toronto Police
Services Board," online: Toronto Police Services <www.torontopoliceserviceboard.on.ca/minutes/
2003/030220pma%20full.pdf>).
Fantino's speech was given at a time of very strained relations between the police and the Black
community particularly in light of the police shootings of Lester Donaldson in February of 1989 and
Wade Lawson in December of 1988 (see "Analysis raises board hackles," supra note 2; and Royson
James, "Fantino still shoots from the lip" Toronto Star (6 March 2000) GTI).
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As the Fantino experience demonstrates, one must always be cognizant of the optics and
ethics of compiling race-based statistics. Statistics can be misleading and may serve to further
stereotype a particular community. Indeed, part of what appears to drive racial profiling is
a belief that a "usual offender" profile can be determined based on arrest and conviction
statistics. Statistics can also be easily manipulated and used for an improper purpose. While
these concerns must inform and ensure that the data collection process is conducted in a fair
manner, they do not, on balance, support a prohibition on keeping track of who the police
stop. In approaching this issue, one must compare apples to apples. The historical problem
with race statistics is that they have only given us part of the picture: who is arrested,
convicted, and sentenced. This data is misleading and very susceptible to distortion and abuse
because, to the extent that it shows that certain groups are over-represented for certain
offences, it cannot tell us whether that over-representation is due to greater criminality in the
group or whether it is due to over-policing and targeting or to other systemic factors.
Race-based stop data, on the other hand, is less controversial than arrest data for three
reasons. First, it is less misleading because the focus is on police surveillance and not on who
gets caught - a fact that may, as noted earlier, be the product of the former. Second, the
purpose of stop data is to identify the existence and scope of a serious social problem. 70
Finally, in England and most of the United States, there is now a stop data collection
requirement and its implementation was vigorously supported by the Black community. Data
collection was also endorsed as a means of addressing racial profiling by the OHRC in its
report on racial profiling. 71
Of course, sufficient safeguards must be taken to protect the integrity of the process. The
data collection design should be left to the experts: university professors or statisticians. 72
Anti-racism experts should also be involved. Steps must be put in place to ensure that the
police are not fudging or falsifying the data. Safeguards could include the installation of
video-cameras in all police cars, 73 a requirement that all stops be called into the dispatch, or

70
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This wouldexplainwhy there appearsto be a growingswellof supportfor stop data collectionamongst
the Blackcommunity.See,for example,the discussionin Jack Lakey,"Groupsendorseracialstatistics"
Toronto Star (9 October2003) BI; and Scott Anderson,"Minoritieswarm up to race-basedstats" Now
On Newsfront (29 June 2000), online:Now on Newsfront<www.nowtoronto.com/issues/2000-06-29/
newspread3.html>.
See discussionat supra note 65 and accompanyingtext.
Many of the methodologicalissues surroundingdata collectionare discussed in John C. Lamberth,A
Multijurisdictional Assessment of Traffic Enforcement and Data Collection in Kansas (Washington:
Police Services, 2003), online: Northeastern University<www.racialprofilinganalysis.neu.edu/bg_
jurisdictions.php>. For more information about Dr. Lamberth, see online: Lamberth Consulting
<www.lamberthconsulting.com/research_articles.asp>.
Methodologicalissues are also discussed in
United States, Department of Justice Office of Community Oriented Policing Services, How To
Correctly Collect and Analyze Racial Profiling Data: Your Reputation Depends on ii, by Joyce
McMahonet al., online:U.S.Departmentof Justice<www.cops.usdoj.gov/mime/open.
pdf?ltem;,,,770>;
and Harris, supra note 8 at 175-92.
In Ontario,the OntarioProvincialPolicehave announceda pilot projectto installvideo cameras in 38
cruisers in Kenoraand Toronto(see OHRC Report, supra note 9 at 13and Recommendation#15 at 72.
See also "Ontario forges ahead with cameras in police cruisers" The Globe And Mail (IO December
2003), online: The Globe and Mail <www.theglobeandmail.com>).In South Dakota, a resolution
encouraging the use of video cameras at all traffic stops was enacted on 12 February2002, and in
Minnesota and Missouri, there are grant programs in place for video camera installation in police
vehicles (see Racial Profiling Data Collection Resource Center at Northeastern University, online:
Northeastern University<www.racialprofilinganalysis.neu.edu/bg_jurisdictions.php>)).
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a requirement, as in England, that the police issue a written confirmation that the individual
was stopped, the reasons, and the name of the officer. While the data has to be collected by
the police, its analysis and publication should be done by an independent third party, such
as the Racial Diversity Secretariat proposed by the Ontario Human Rights Commission. 74
Finally, it is important to ensure that the Black community and organizations such as the
Ontario Human Rights Commission have a voice in the manner and scope of the data
collection process.
Before leaving this issue, I want to briefly look at data collection in England, the United
States, and Canada.
A.

ENGLAND

In England, various acts authorize the police to detain and search individuals whom police
reasonably suspect are in possession of contraband. 75 This stop and search power is much
broader than the current powers in Canada, which only permit the police to conduct a frisk
search for weapons during an articulable cause detention. 76 In an effort to safeguard against
abuses of this power, Code of Practice A (Code of Practice For The Exercise By Police
Officers Of Statutory Powers Of Stop And Search) of the Police and Criminal Evidence Act
1984 (PACE) was enacted on I January 1986.77
Code A 's current version, in force as of I April 2003, includes the following antidiscriminatory provisions:
Section A:1.1
Powers to stop and search must be used fairly, responsibly, with respect to people being searched and without
unlawful discrimination. The Race Relations (Amendment) Act 2000 makes it unlawful for police officers to
discriminate on the grounds of race, colour, ethnic origin, nationality or national origins when using their
powers.
Section A:2.2
Reasonable grounds for suspicion depend on the circumstances in each case .... Reasonable suspicion can
never be supported on the basis of personal factors alone without reliable supporting intelligence or
information or some specific behaviour by the person concerned. For example, a person's race, age,
appearance, or the fact that the person is known to have a previous conviction, cannot be used alone or in
combination with each other as the reason for searching that person. Reasonable suspicion cannot be based
on generalizations or stereotypical images of certain groups or categories of people more likely to be involved
in criminal activity.

74

75

7(,

77

See Recommendation# I, OHRC Report, supra note 9 at 68.
For example, drugs under the Misuse of Drugs Act (U.K.), 1971, c. 38, s. 23; offensive weapons (e.g.
bladed or sharply-pointed articles) and stolen merchandise under the Police and Criminal Evidence Act,
(U.K.), 1984, c. 60, s. I; and firearms under the Firearms Act (U.K.), 1968, c. 27, s. 47.
See R. v. Ferris (1998), 16 C.R. (5th) 287, 126 C.C.C. (3d) 298 (B.C.C.A.). However, the Ferris search
power seems to be growing in scope: see R. v. Mann (2002), 5 C.R. (6th) 305, 166 Man. R. (2d) 260
(C.A.) (leave to appeal to S.C.C. granted [2002] S.C.C.A. No. 484); and R. v. Cooke (2002), 2 C.R.
(6th) 35, 171 B.C.A.C. 177.
See Police and Criminal Evidence Act /985 - Code A, online: Greater London Authority <www.
Iondon.gov. uk/gla/publ ications/crime _pol icing/stopsearch. pd f >.
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In addition, ss. A:4.3-A:4.4 require the police to record the following information about all
individuals and vehicles that are searched pursuant to the exercise of a statutory stop and
search power:
the name of the person searched
a note of the person's self-defined ethnic background
when a vehicle is searched, its registration number
the date, time and place that the person or vehicle was first detained
the purpose of the search
the grounds for making it
its outcome
any injury or damage to property resulting from it
the name of the officer making the search 7s
Finally, s. A:4.2 obligates the officer to give a copy of the record to the individual searched.
In England, this search data is now published on a yearly basis pursuant to s. 95 of the
Criminal Justice Act 199J19 and it has been instrumental in revealing the scope of
disproportionate race-based stops and searches in England and Wales.so Not surprisingly
then, the issue of racial profiling became a focal point of the Stephen Lawrence Inquiry in
1999. On 22 April 1993, Stephen Lawrence, a young Black man, was stabbed to death by a
group of White men at a bus stop in Eltham, southeast of London. Prior to his killing, one of
the murderers was overheard saying "what what nigger." A police investigation by the
Metropolitan Police (the Met) failed to bring the killers to justice. Following an investigation
launched by the family, five suspects were identified. A private prosecution of three of the
men failed. Allegations of corruption and institutional racism within the Met led to the
launching of an inquiry by the Labour government. Sir William Macpherson of Cluny was
appointed Commissioner.s 1
In his final report, Macpherson made the following findings about racial profiling in
England:
45.8

78

79
MO

81

Ifthere was one area of complaintwhich was universalit was the issueof"stop and search." Nobody
in the minorityethnic communitiesbelievesthat the complex argumentswhich are sometimes used
to explain the figures as to stop and search are valid. In addition their experience goes beyond the
formalstop and search figuresrecordedunder the provisionsof the Policeand CriminalEvidenceAct,
and is conditionedby their experiencesof beingstoppedunder trafficlegislation,drugs legislationand
so called 'voluntary' stops. It is not within our terms of reference to resolve the whole complex
argument on this topic. Whilst there are other factors at play we are clear that the perception and

Ibid. There are some safety exceptions that exempt an officer from having to comply with some or all

of these recording obligations.
(U.K.), 1991, C, 53.
This data was referred to earlier at note 9. See also, "Police still search more black people" BBC News
(7 November2002), online: BBCNews <http://news.bbc.co.uk/l/hi/uk/2413979.stm>;and "Troubled
history of stop and search" BBC News (7 November 2002), online: BBC News <http://news.bbc.
co.uk/l/hi/uk/2246331.stm>.
See Dominic Casciani, "Q&A: Lawrencemurder, ten years on" BBC News (22 April 2003), online:
BBC <news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/2965399.stm>.
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experienceof the minoritycommunitiesthat discriminationis a major element in the stop and search
problem is correct....
45.10 It is pointlessfor the police service to try tojustify the disparity in thesefigures purely or mainly in
terms of the otherfactors which are identified.The majorityof police officers who testified before us
accepted that an element of the disparity was the result of discrimination.This must be thefocus of
their efforts/or thefuture. Al/emptstojustify the disparitiesthroughthe identificationof otherfactors,
whilst not being seen vigorouslyto address the discriminationwhich is evident,simply exacerbates
the climate of distrust.82

These findings and concerns led Macpherson to issue the following recommendation with
respect to the recording of all stops and not just stops that resulted in searches:
Recommendation6 I
That the Home Secretary,in consultationwith PoliceServices,should ensure that a record is made by police
officers of all "stops" and "stops and searches" made under any legislativeprovision(notjust the Police and
Criminal Evidence Act). Non-statutoryor so called "voluntary"stops must also be recorded. The record to
includethe reason for the stop, the outcome, and the self-definedethic origin of the person stopped. A copy
of the record shall be given to the person stopped.83

Recommendation 61 is gradually being incorporated into police practice. 84 As of April 1,
2003, six police forces across Britain will be required to comply with the recommendation
using the following definition ofa stop: "[ w]hen an officer requests a person in a public place
to account for themselves - their actions, behaviour, presence in an area or possession of
anything." 85 The information is recorded on a hand-held computer and individuals have the
option ofreceiving the record by text, e-mail, or in the mail. 86
B.

THE UNITED STATES

In the United States, 17 states have passed legislation or an executive order compelling
the police to collect data on who they stop. 87 Eleven states have pending data collection

82
8)

84

85

86

87

Macpherson Report, supra note 8 at paras. 45.8-45.10 [emphasis in original].
Ibid. at Chapter 47 - para. 61. Recommendation61 was studied and analyzed in U.K., Home Office,
Upping the Pace? An evaluation of the recommendations of the Stephen Lawrence Inquiry on slops
and searches, supra note 66.
Many of the amendments to the 2003 version of Code A discussed earlier were also enacted as a result
of the findings of the Stephen Lawrence Inquiry.
It is predicted that Recommendation 61 could be in force across London by September 2004. See
'"Receipts' record police stops" BBC News (I April 2003), online: <http://news.bbc.co.uk/
2/hi/uk_news/england/2903377.stm>.
See "Police receipts to cut racism claims" BBC News (I April 2003), online: BBC <http://news.bbc.
co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/wales/2907021.stm>;and '"Receipts' record police stops," ibid.
Colorado, Connecticut, Illinois, Kansas, Kentucky (executive order), Louisiana, Maryland,
Massachusetts,Missouri,Nebraska,Nevada,North Carolina, Rhode Island,South Dakota, Texas, Utah
and Washington (see Racial Profiling Data Collection Resource Center at Northeastern University,
online: Northeastern University<www.racialprofilinganalysis.neu.edu/bgjurisdictions.php>).Some
states have placed time limits on the data collection.For example, in Massachusetts,the time period for
data collection was from I April 200 I until 31 March 2002 (ibid.).
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legislation.BBJurisdictions in another 19 states (including some with pending legislation)
collect some form of data on a voluntary basis.B9 Unlike in England, however, most of the
U.S. data collection relates only to vehicle stops. 90
C.

CANADA

In Canada, the only police force that has implemented a mandatory data collection process
for police stops is the Kingston Police Service. 91 These bold and courageous moves were
prompted by Chiefof Police Bill Closs' willingness to address recent allegations of racial
profiling in Kingston in a thoughtful and intelligent fashion. In his remarks to the Kingston
Police Services Board on May 15, 2003, Chief Closs stated:
Policingis ... not alwayseasy because one of the most importantideas in modern criminology,and one that
has pretty much revolutionizedpolicing in the last 25 years, is the belief that a good way to prevent serious
crime and motor vehiclecollisionsis throughproactivepolicing- officersshould be watchful,pay attention
to anything,respond to reports of suspiciousactivity- check people and vehicles,often, especiallyin high
crime areas, unusual locations,particulartimes or followyour experienceand intuition. By way of example
approximately40 per cent of all drug arrests begin as a traffic stop, the same way pullingover a car for as an
example, a driver's licensecheck, remains an effectiveway of apprehendingdrunk drivers.
... At issue is whether the race, ethnicity,gender, economicstatus or age of the person stopped or checked is
the only-solereason for initiatingthe stop. This practice is commonlyreferredto as "profiling"and latelywe
hear it referencedmost often as racial profiling.While my officersand this service have never condonedthis
practice,the publicitygeneratedby the allegationshas cast a shadow over the KingstonPolice.... There is a
perception by a few, that the Kingston Police profile on the basis of race. Racial profiling is not
institutionalizedin our service, but the perceptioncannot be ignoredand policemust respondto the realityor
perception by going beyond denial and patronization.I don't want any person living in our community to
change their behaviouras to avoid being stopped or pulledover by police....
What I am presentingtoday is a generalorderon unlawfulprofilingor bias-basedpolicing.... There are those
who believe an order is not necessary as policies on discrimination, race relations and harassment are
sufficient.I do not agree because it fails to respond to the perceptionof bias policing.... Todaywe are setting
an even higher standard for Kingston Police officers in that they are being asked to acknowledge and
understand the need for a proactive order that recognizes the existence of unlawful profiling/bias-based
policingand the need to prevent it.92
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Alabama,Georgia,Indiana,Iowa,Michigan,New York,Ohio, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania,South Carolina
and Virginia (see Racial Profiling Data Collection ResourceCenter at Northeastern University, ibid.) .
Alabama, Arizona,California, Delaware,Florida,Iowa, Michigan,Minnesota,Montana, New Mexico,
New York, Ohio, Oregon, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia, West Virginia and
Wisconsin (see Racial Profiling Data Collection Resource Center at Northeastern University, online:
Northeastern University<www.racialprofilinganalysis.neu.edu/bgjurisdictions.php>).
Kansas and Utah are twojurisdictions where all stops are recorded(see Racial Profiling Data Collection
Resource Center at Northeastern University, online: Northeastern University <www.racialprofiling
analysis.neu.edu/bgjurisdictions.php>).
The collection period commenced October I, 2003 and is scheduled to last approximately one year
(General Order Vol. l-B-74K (Unlawful Profiling/Bias-Based Policing); see also Sonia Verma,
"Kingstonpolice to gather race data" Toronto Star( 19July 2003) A I and G. McArthur,"How Kingston
Police will keep stats on race" The Kingston Whig-Standard ( 19 July 2003) I).
McArthur & Pritchett, supra note 62.
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Chief Closs' efforts have been praised in the House of Commons, where the Honourable Jean
Augustine observed:
Mr. Speaker, the Government of Canada considers the selectivetreatment of individualsbased solely on their
race or on their ethnic characteristicsas unacceptable.Today in the newspaperswe read that Kingston,Ontario
police chief Bill Closs has shown some leadership in providing guidelines and setting light on the issue of
racial profiling and I commend him for this.93

At the federal level, a data collection project is currently being implemented by Canada
Customs that will identify the scope of the profiling of both Arab- and African-Canadians.
In a settlement agreement in the racial profiling case of Pieters v. Canada (Department of
National Revenue), 94 Canada Customs agreed to conduct a pilot project to keep track of the
race and ethnicity of individuals subjected to secondary inspection at ports of entry. 95
V. REVAMPING THE PUBLIC COMPLAINTS SYSTEM

Fonnal measures must also be taken to improve police accountability. One of the ways in
which to monitor the perfonnance of a police service and to identify and address systemic
problems is through a properly run public complaints process. The current system in Ontario
has a number of serious problems. 96 It is not, nor is it perceived to be, objective or
independent. 97 This lack ofindependence is very problematic. The public must feel confident
that they have a place to complain about police misconduct and that their complaints will be
treated fairly. This is particularly true for an issue as highly charged and sensitive as racial
profiling.
No one should be surprised that a member of the Black community in Toronto would not
want to file a racial profiling complaint in these circumstances, particularly given Chief
Fantino's public statements about profiling. This is very unfortunate. In the criminal justice
system, Parliament and our courts have spent the last decade trying to make the system more
sensitive to victims. To that end, a number of measures have been taken to reduce revictimization and to promote the reporting of incidents, particularly in the sexual assault
context. This same philosophy needs to be incorporated into the public complaints process.

House of Commons Debates (16 May 2003), online: Edited Hansard <www.parl.gc.ca/37/2/parlbus/
94

05

chambus/house/debates/104_2003-05-16/han I 04_ 1150-E.htm>.
(2001), C.H.R.R. Doc. 01-201 (C.H.R.T.), online: Canadian Human Rights Reporter <www.cdn-hrreporter.ca>.
See John Saunders, "Traveller wins customs fight" The Globe and Mail (6 February 2002) A I; and Paul
Waldie, "Customs to gather racial data to see ifofficers use racial profiling" The Globe and Mail (16
December 2002) Al.
Ontario Systemic Racism Report, supra note 23 at 359. See also the discussion in Scott Simmie &
Jennifer Quinn, "Complaint system under fire" Toronto Star (2 I November 2002) BI. In his review of
the system, City of Toronto auditor Jeffrey Griffiths made 27 recommendations (see John Duncanson
"Police complaints overhaul urged" Toronto Star (23 October 2002) 83). Earlier criticisms of the
complainants process can be found in Michelle Williams, "Deputation to the Metropolitan Toronto
Police ServicesBoard Regarding the Implementationof the Police Complaints Process," on line: African
Canadian LegalClinic <www.aclc.net/submissions/policecomplaint.html>;and TammyLandua,Public
Complaints Against the Police: A View From Complainants (Toronto: Centre of Criminology, 1994).
Even ChiefFantino appears to recognize the problems with the current system (see Peter Small, "'Zero
tolerance' on racial profiling: Fantino" Toronto Star (21 November 2002) A I).
For example, too much of the current vetting and investigative functions are left to the Chiefof Police.
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Another problem with the Ontario system is accessibility. Victims of profiling need to
know who to call. In the United States, the American Civil Liberties Union started a large
scale publicity campaign aimed at creating a database of profiling complaints. Large
billboards were posted identifying the problem and providing a toll free phone number to call
to report an incident. This could be done in Toronto and other areas in relation to the public
complaints system. In addition, the following recommendation should be given serious
consideration:
10.6 The Commissionrecommendsthat the Ministryof the Solicitor Generaland CorrectionalServices, in
consultationwith the communityagenciesa) formulate a Public Complaints Policy Statement and distribute it widely among their local
communities.Thisstatementshould emphasizethefunction of complaintsnot only in respondingto
specific incidents,but also in helping to identijyand resolve systemicproblems.
b) developa comprehensivepublic complaintsdatabasethat includescategoriesthatwouldallow the
police to monitor complaintsabout police stops of black or other racializedpeople. The database
should be used to generate quarterlyreports of patterns and trends.
c)fund educationonformal and iriformalpolice complaintmechanisms.98

VI. ANTI-RACIAL PROFILING LEGISLATION

Politicians at both the provincial and federal levels must assume a leadership role on this
issue. 99 Legislation needs to be enacted at both levels of government prohibiting the use of
racial profiling by the police and other state and security-related officials. Such legislation
would send an important message to the police; the Black, Aboriginal, and Arab communities
and the public that such a practice will not be tolerated. It would also reflect a recognition
by Parliament and the provincial Legislatures that profiling is a problem.
In addition to making it unlawful, federal and provincial legislation should make it
mandatory for the police to maintain cameras and global positioning systems in their vehicles
and to establish a stop data collection scheme. Such legislation should also tie police
functioning to compliance. In February 2004, Libby Davies, a New Democratic MP from
Vancouver, introduced a private member's Bill entitled An Act to Eliminate Racial
Profiling 100 to address many of these issues. This is a good start. It is also time for Parliament
to amend the Criminal Code 101 and make racial profiling a criminal offence with a mandatory
minimum sentence in cases where death or serious bodily harm result.
An anti-profiling law could also provide a jurisdictional basis for aggrieved individuals
to seek a civil remedy in court. 102 In the debate surrounding the enactment of Bill C-36, the

••
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Ontario Systemic Racism Report, supra note 23 at 360 [emphasis in original].
There now appears to be some political momentum.At the federal level, for example, Prime Minister
Martin recently spoke out against racial profiling in the domestic and terrorism contexts (see Susan
Delacourt, "'Not our Canada,' Martin says" Toronto Star (6 April 2004) Al; see also the Ontario
situation discussed at supra note 15).
See online: New Democratic Party <www.canadians4justice.ca>;Bill C-476 can be fo.undonline:
Governmentof Canada<www.parl.gc.ca/PDF/37
/3/parlbus/chambus/house/bills/private/c-4
76_I. pdf>.
R.S.C. 1985, c. C-46.
See the discussion in Kent Roach, "Hard to prove racial profiling" TorontoStar (25 November2002)
B2.
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Anti-Terrorism Act, 103 Professors Kent Roach and Sujit Choudhry proposed that the Criminal
Code be amended to include a ban on racial and ethnic profiling in both the terrorism and
non-terrorism contexts. This amendment was rejected. 104 Professor Choudhry described the
proposed amendment as follows:
If racial and ethic profiling has occurred, this amendment would allow a court to award any remedy that is
appropriate and just in the circumstances, including damages, injunctions, declarations and costs. The Court
may also refer the matter to a human rights commission that has jurisdiction with respect to the particular law
enforcement agent or agency ....
Finally, to strengthen compliance with the ban on profiling, this amendment would require the attorney-general
of Canada and every province to publish an annual report on racial profiling. The report shall include steps
taken to ensure that law enforcement officers and agencies not engage in profiling, and data that is sufficiently
detailed to determine whether law enforcement agencies are engaged in racial and ethnic profiling. 105

In the United States, a number of states have enacted laws prohibiting racial profiling. 106
In New Jersey, racial profiling is now a criminal offence. 107 Perhaps the most ambitious
American anti-profiling law is still waiting to be passed- The End Racial Profiling Act of
2004. 108 This federal Act was introduced with strong bipartisan support in the Senate and the
House of Representatives on 26 February 2004. The proposed Act makes important findings
about the existence, unreliability, and harmful effects of profiling. For example, s. 7 notes
that"[ s]tatistical evidence from across the country demonstrates that racial profiling is a real
and measurable phenomenon." In addition, in the context of profiling in the "war against
drugs," s. 11 observes that:
(A)

black women who were United States citizens were 9 times more likely than white women who were
United States citizens to be x-rayed after being frisked or patted down [by Customs Officials];

(B)

black women who were United States citizens were less than half as likely as white women who were
United States citizens to be found carrying contraband;

(C)

in general, the patterns to select passengers for more intrusive searches resulted in women and
minorities being selected at rates that were not consistent with the rates of finding contraband.

HJ:\
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S.C. 2001, C. 41.
Sujit Choudhry, "Laws needed to ban racial profiling" Toronto Star (25 November 2002) B2.
Ibid. See also the discussion in Sujit Choudhry & Kent Roach, "Racial and Ethnic Profiling: Statutory
Discretion, Constitutional Remedies, and Democratic Accountability" (2003) 41 Osgoode Hall L. J. I.
For example, Arkansas, Connecticut, Illinois, Louisiana, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, New Jersey,
Oklahoma, Utah and West Virginia. The Governors of Wisconsin and Wyoming have issued executive
orders banning racial profiling (see Racial Profiling Data Collection Resource Center at Northeastern
University, online: Northeastern University <www.racialprofilinganalysis.neu.edu/bg_jurisdictions.
php>; and "CPA News May 2003," online: Centre for Policing Alternatives <www.cfpa.org/cpa/
publications/policynews/ 05-03.htm> ).
Under this statute, a person must commit two acts of profiling before he or she can be found guilty.
Officers who forge documents are also criminally liable. Up to five years imprisonment and/or$15,000
fine can be imposed. The penalty increases to 10 years imprisonment if someone is injured (see "New
Jersey Outlaws Racial Profiling," online: CBS 2 <cbsnewyork.com/siteSearch/topstoriesny_story_
073121221.html> ).
U.S., H.R. 3847, 108th Cong., 2004.
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Similarly, in the context of the "war against terrorism," s. 15 forcefully concludes:
In the wake of September 11,200 I terroristattacks, as many Arabs, Muslim,Central and South Asians, and
Sikhs, as well as other immigrantsand Americansof foreigndescent,were treatedwith generalizedsuspicion
and subjectedto searchesand seizures basedon religionand nationalorigin,withouttrustworthyinformation
linkingspecific individualsto criminalconduct.Such profilinghas failedto producetangiblebenefits,yet has
created a fear and mistrust of law enforcementagencies in these communities.109

The Act also creates a racial profiling tort and sets out the mandatory protocols that federal
law enforcement agencies must enact to combat racial profiling, including data collection.
In addition, it ties funding with compliance.
VII. STIMULATING LAW SUITS

Aggrieved individuals must be encouraged to take their cases to court. Racial profiling
class-action law suits have been effective in the United States in bringing about systemic
change and providing for monetary damages. 110 With the emergence of contingency fees in
Ontario, more lawyers may now be prepared to entertain racial profiling lawsuits. 111 The
willingness of the bar to accept profiling cases may also increase if judges were prepared to
relax or forgo the awarding of costs should the lawsuit not succeed. Anti-profiling legislation
and enhanced Charter standards discussed in Part VIII will also serve to stimulate civil
actions.
VIII. STIMULATING LAW REFORM

Finally, courts have an important role to play. In "Using The Charter To Stop Racial
Profiling,"' 12 I suggested the following steps that courts can take in this area: 113
A.

RECOMMENDATION
OVERRULE

R.

#1: THE SUPREME COURT OF CANADA SHOULD

V. LADOUCEUR

Racial profiling is most commonly manifested in pretext vehicle stops. In Ladouceur, 114
the Supreme Court of Canada effectively gave the police a racial profiling writ of assistance
as it refused to place any meaningful limit on the ability of the police to conduct a vehicle
stop.' 15 Following Ladouceur, as long as a police officer's primary purpose is to conduct a
routine traffic check, the officer can stop a car without the slightest need for suspicion that

JOI)

Ibid.

I IO

The critical issue in Canada will be whether racial profiling litigants will meet the certification
requirements under the relevant Class Proceedings Act. See the discussion of this issue and the
developmentof class actions in Canada in Ho/lick v. Toronto (City}, [2001] 3 S.C.R. 158, (2001), 205
D.L.R. (4th) 19; Western Shopping Centres Inc. v. Dutton, [2001] 2 S.C.R. 534, (2000), 94 Alta. L.R.
(3d) I; and Carom v. Bre-X Minerals ltd. (2000), 51 O.R. (3d) 236, 196 D.L.R. (4th) 344 (C.A.).
See McIntyre Estate v. Ontario (A.G.) (2002), 61 O.R. (3d) 257, 218 D.L.R. (4th) 193 (C.A.).
Tanovich, "Using the Charter," supra note 17 at 167-68, 178-86.
These recommendationshave been updated to reflect recent developmentsin the jurisprudence.
Supra note 64.
In Ladouceur, ibid., a slim majority of the Court (5-4) held that while the random stop power violated
s. 9's guarantee against arbitrary detention, it was a necessary and reasonable limit under s. I of the
Charter in order for the police to properly protect us from the consequences of unfit vehicles and
unlicenced or intoxicated drivers.
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the driver has violated a traffic (or criminal) law. 116 Not surprisingly, this broad and virtually
unreviewable discretionary power serves as an open invitation to conduct race-based stops.
Indeed, this form of profiling has become so pervasive in the Black community that the
phrase "DWB" (driving while Black) has been coined to describe why people are actually
being pulled over by the police. Consequently, it is time for the Supreme Court of Canada
to overrule Ladouceur and to impose a probable cause standard for all traffic stops. 117
RECOMMENDATION #2: COURTS MUST FACTOR IN THE RELEVANT

B.

SOCIAL CONTEXT OF RACIAL PROFILING WHEN DETERMINING
THE CHARTER STANDARDS TO GUIDE POLICE POWERS OF STOP
AND SEARCH

In determining the relevant Charter standards to guide the police powers to stop and
search individuals under ss. 8 and 9, courts must factor in the relevant social context ofracial
profiling. This factoring in can be done by using s. 15(1) principles to incorporate an
equality-oriented analysis into the determination and application of Charter standards. Such
an approach is not without precedent. In Golden, for example, the Supreme Court applied an
equality analysis when determining the scope of the common law power of the police to strip
search individuals following their arrest. Justices Iacobucci and Arbour, for the majority,
held:
we believe it is importantto note the submissionsof the ACLC and the ALST that African Canadiansand
Aboriginalpeople are overrepresentedin the criminaljustice system and are therefore likely to represent a
disproportionatenumberof thosewhoare arrestedby policeand subjectedto personalsearches,includingstrip
searches.... As a result, it is necessaryto developan appropriateframeworkgoverningstrip searches in order
to prevent unnecessaryand unjustifiedstrip searches before they occur.118

By recognizing equality issues in the interpretation of s. 9, courts will become more alive
and sensitive to the concerns of visible minorities. Equality concerns can be reflected, for
example, by recognizing that police stops and searches of Black citizens are far more
intrusive than stops of other groups, that they have imposed disproportionate burdens on the
Black community, and that racial profiling has led to distorted policing.
C.

RECOMMENDATION #3: THE CROWN SHOULD BEAR THE ONUS
UNDER SECTION 9 OF ESTABLISHING ON A BALANCE OF
PROBABILITIES THAT A VEHICLE STOP WAS NOT THE RESULT
OF RACIAL PROFILING

One of the problems with the ability of the currents. 9 standards to control racial profiling
in the vehicle stop context is the difficulty of proving that race played a role in the stop. As
Morden J .A. observed in Brown:

II<,

117

118

In the United States, a traffic stop can only be conducted wherethe officer has probablecause to believe
that a traffic law has been violated: Delawarev. Prouse,440 U.S. 648 (1979).
This will not, of course, be sufficient by itself because, as is evident in the United States, pretext stops
and racial profiling remain a problem even with this probable cause standard.
Supra note 32 at para. 83. See also R. v. Mills, [1999] 3 S.C.R. 668 at paras. 90-92, 139 C.C.C. (3d)
321.
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A racial profiling claim could rarely be proven by direct evidence. This would involve an admission by a police
officer that he or she was influenced by racial stereotypes in the exercise of his or her discretion to stop a
motorist. Accordingly, if racial profiling is to be proven it must be done by inference drawn from
circumstantial evidence.
The respondent submits that where the evidence shows that the circumstances relating to a detention
correspond to the phenomenon of racial profiling and provide a basis for the court to infer that the police
officer is lying about why he or she singled out the accused person for attention, the record is then capable of
supporting a finding that the stop was based on racial profiling. I accept that this is a way in which racial
profiling could be proven. 119

However, even making a circumstantial case will likely require a Herculian effort in the
Ladouceur context, since a police officer will be able to simply mask his or her true intent
by either claiming that the driver committed a traffic offence or that the purpose of the stop
was to confirm that the driver had a valid driver's licence. 120

Singh 121 reveals just how difficult establishing an instance of racial profiling will be,
particularly if trial judges are unwilling to scrutinize an officer's evidence with the suspicion
that is often required. In Singh, a Black police officer was travelling in the opposite direction
from a vehicle with three young men of colour. It was late at night in an area of Brampton,
Ontario with a high incident of criminal activity. The officer made a U-tum and then stopped
the vehicle because he suspected that the backseat passenger was not wearing his seatbelt.
One of the occupants testified that when he saw the police car make a U-turn, he advised the
driver to stay within the speed limit and made sure that everyone was wearing a seat belt.
Given the contraband in the car, he did want to give the officer any reason to pull them over.
Once the officer got to the car, he smelled a strong odour of marijuana and arrested all
three occupants. Searches incident to those arrests revealed drugs and firearms.
Notwithstanding the following suspicious circumstances suggestive of racial profiling, the
claim failed:
the officer's conduct suggested that he had become fixated on this vehicle after it
had passed him in the opposite direction. This included making a "u-turn ",
following, and eventually catching up to the vehicle;
the time of night and the location of the stop (a so-called "high crime area");
the officer conducted a licence plate check while following the car;
the officer pulled up alongside the vehicle to look inside before he stopped it;

119

120

121

Brown, supra note IO at 254. See Tanovich, "Using the Charter," supra note 17 at 169-72; and
Tanovich, "Operation Pipeline," supra note 31 at 53-55 for a discussion of how to build a
circumstantial case that the detention corresponded with the phenomenon of racial profiling.
There will also be similar problems of proof even in the R. v. Simpson (1993), 12 O.R. (3d) 182, 79
C.C.C. (3d) 482 (Ont. C.A.) [Simpson] investigative detention context, which requires the Crown to
establish reasonable suspicion that the individual is implicated in criminal activity in order for the
detention to be a reasonable one under s. 9 of the Charter (see e.g. R. v. Wilson, [2003] O.J. No. 4465
(S.C.J.) (QL)).
Supra note 34. See David M. Tanovich, "Annotation" (2004) 15 C.R. (6th) 289.
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the justification for the stop was the officer's belief that a rear seated passenger
was not wearing his seat belt;
he called for back-up; and
upon smelling marijuana, he intended to immediately arrest all three occupants for
possession even though he had no basis for knowing whether there was any
marijuana in the car or who, if anyone, was in possession of it.
Unless our courts are prepared to take a more proactive approach to addressing claims of
racial profiling, few litigants will experience meaningful access to justice. One such approach
is to reverse the s. 9 onus of proof in those jurisdictions like Ontario where courts have
recognized the existence ofracial profiling by the police or where judicial notice of profiling
can be taken. This reversal of the onus would shift the evidentiary burden to the Crown to
establish, on a balance of probabilities, that a vehicle stop of a Black driver was not
motivated by race. 122 This approach resembles, in many ways, the current challenge for cause
process where evidence of widespread racism is deemed to rebut the common law
presumption that all prospective jurors are unbiased, requiring all jurors to be pre-screened
under s. 638(])(b) of the Criminal Code. 123
This reverse onus is consistent with equality and fairness principles as well as with
precedent and policy. Our courts have imposed a number of shifting burdens in the Charter
context, the most notable being ins. 8. 124 As a matter of policy, the Crown is "functionally
responsible for the maintenance of the administration ofjustice." 125 Since the police are part
of the administration of justice, the Crown should be held accountable for police misconduct
such as racial profiling. Moreover, the Crown has access to far more information that could
shed light on the intent of the police officer than does an accused person. 126

122

123

124

125

126

For a discussion of how this burden might be satisfied, see Tanovich, "Using the Charier," supra note
I 7 at 181-83.
Supra note 101; see R. v. Parks (1993), 15 O.R. (3d) 324, 84 C.C.C. (3d) 353 (C.A.); and Williams,
supra note 25.
Once the accused establishes that a search was conducted without a warrant, the onus shifts to the
Crown, under s. 8, to establish on a balance of probabilities that the search was authorized by law, that
the law is reasonable, and that the search was conducted in a reasonable manner (see R. v. Collins,
[1987] I S.C.R. 265 at para. 23, 33 C.C.C. (3d) 1 at 14). Indeed, the Supreme Court of Canada has
frequently resorted to shifting burdens in Charter and non-Char/er contexts (see e.g. R. v. Harper,
[1994] 3 S.C.R. 343 at paras. 11-16, 92 C.C.C. (3d) 423; and R. v. Stillman, [1997] 1 S.C.R. 60-7 at
paras. 102-106, 113 C.C.C. (3d) 321 in the context of s. 24(2); and R. v. Daviau It, [1994] 3 S.C.R. 63
at para. 63, 93 C.C.C. (3d) 21; and R. v. Slone, [1999] 2 S.C.R. 290 at paras. 171-92, 134 C.C.C. (3d)
353 in the context of non-insane automatism).
John Sopinka, Sidney N. Lederman & Alan W. Bryant, The Law of Evidence in Canada, 2d ed.
(Toronto: Butterworths, 1999) at 420.
There appears to be some support for this reverse onus idea. It was endorsed by Trafford J. of the
Ontario Superior Court of Justice at a 2002 conference in Toronto (see Tracy Tyler, "Some racial
profiling illegal, judge says" Toronto Star (26 October 2002) 84).
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#4: ALL STREET LEVEL CRIMINAL

INVESTIGATIONS SHOULD BE DEEMED A DETENTION FOR
SECTION 9 PURPOSES

To date, courts have applied a very narrows. 9 test of detention when looking at street
level pedestrian encounters with the police. 127 Testimony from the police officer that he or
she asked or advised the individual "to come over" or "we want to speak to you" or "where
are you guys headed" or "what are you doing here" or "what's your name" too often gets
characterized as a request rather than a demand. This is problematic because it fails to take
into account the reality that race plays a role in the psychological impact of such requests.
In addition, a narrow approach serves to insulate potential incidents ofracial profiling from
Charter scrutiny.
Consequently, all street level police encounters targeting an individual for a criminal
investigation should be deemed a detention under s. 9. This will ensure that all individuals
and particularly members of those groups subjected to profiling will feel, and be, free to walk
our streets without fear that they will be hassled by the police. 128 Under this approach, the
police would be entitled to conduct street level investigations of suspects, but only if those
investigations complied with the requirements laid out in Simpson 129and its progeny, namely,
a reasonable suspicion that the individual is implicated in criminal activity.

R. v. Griffiths 130 marks one of the first Canadian cases to factor in the relevant social
context of race when interpreting the meaning of detention under s. 9 of the Charter. In
Griffiths, the police approached a street corner in Toronto that they claimed to be an area
known for drug trafficking. A group of Black men standing on the corner dispersed as the
police approached. The police called out to the accused and said something to the effect of
"hey you, come over here." The accused testified that given the history of police brutality
towards young Black men in the city, he felt that he had no choice but to comply. Based on
the accused's testimony and the evidence of systemic racism, the trial judge was satisfied that
the accused had been detained by the police. In reaching this conclusion, Bovard J. likely
asked himself: can it really be said that it is reasonable to expect that a young Black man in
Toronto would feel free to refuse an officer's request to "come over" or to "stop"? 131

127

12K

129
IJO

IJI

See, for example, the review of cases in R. v. H.(C.R.) (2003), I 73 Man. R. (2d) 113, 11 C.R. (6th) 152
(C.A.). This narrow approach mirrors the approach taken under s. IOof the Charter. Unfortunately,in
R. v. Hu/sky, [1988] I S.C.R. 621 at 632, (1988) 63 C.R. (3d) 14, Le Dain J. held that "[a]lthough
Therens and Thomsen were concernedwith the meaning of 'detention' in s. IOof the Charter, there is,
in my opinion, no reason in principle why the general approach to the meaning of detention reflected
in those cases should not be applied to the meaning of 'detained' in s.9." Hopefully, the argument
presented above will serve as a good reason in principle, to use the words of Le Dain J., to develop a
different approach to detention under s. 9.
In the United States, a similar argument has been made by Robert L. Bogomolny,"Street Patrol: The
Decision to Stop a Citizen" (1976) 12 Crim. L. Bull. 544 at 560-67.
Simpson, supra note 120.
(2003), 11 C.R. (6th) 136, 106 C.R.R. (2d) 139 (Ont. Sup. Ct. J.) [Griffiths].
See the discussion of Griffiths in David M. Tanovich, "R. v. Griffiths: Race And Arbitrary Detention"
(2003), 11 C.R. (6th) 149. In an unrelated context, see R. v. Pinto, [2003] O.J. No. 5172 at para. 46
(S.C.J.) (QL), where Hill J. adopted a social context approach in determiningwhether there was a valid
consent to search under s. 8 of the Charter: "While this is acknowledgedby all parties not to be a case
about racial profiling, the experience and perspectiveof visible minorities respecting the police often
serves to inform their beliefs about the realistic existence of free choice in dealing with the police."
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CONCLUSION

The use ofrace by the police as a basis to target individuals for a criminal investigation
is not only a manifestation of systemic racism and an unreliable law enforcement tool, but
it has had devastating and deadly consequences for the effected communities. Alienation,
distrust, over-representation in the criminal justice system, stigmatization, and widespread
harassment are only some of the collateral social problems that flow from this practice. The
time has come to seriously address this issue in Toronto and to identify its existence in other
parts of Canada. Those concerned with this issue are not, in the words of Chief Fantino,
"making mischief at our expense" but, rather, attempting to remedy a social problem that
causes considerable damage to our society.

